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Abstract
In this paper, we present an optimal algorithm for solving the simultaneous technology mapping and linear placement problem for tree-structured circuits with the objective of minimizing the post-layout area. The proposed algorithm relies on generation of gate-area versus cut-width curves using a dynamic programming approach. A novel design flow, which extends this algorithm to minimize the circuit delay and handle general DAG structures, is also presented. Experimental results on MCNC benchmarks are reported.

I. Introduction
In a top-down design flow, optimizations at each step are made without considering their impacts on the subsequent design steps. For example, technology mapping algorithms minimize gate area or delay without considering the interconnect structure and routing overhead of the resulting circuit. This lack of information reduces the effectiveness of the optimization techniques. Existing enhancements to synthesis and physical design tools, such as better delay and wire load models, post-layout re-mapping, and gate resizing have not been able to solve this problem. This means that designers have to resort to costly design iterations. This problem is compounded as feature sizes shrink to quarter micron and below because interconnect delay and area become even more dominant, the number of gates in the circuit increases, and the number of nets that are at a performance risk rises rapidly. It is therefore necessary to develop new design methodologies and tools to cope with the problem.

This paper proposes a solution by introducing a new algorithm for simultaneous technology mapping and linear placement of tree-structured circuits. This algorithm combined with a novel floorplan-driven design flow leads to a highly effective approach for performing technology mapping and cell placement for general circuits, hence combing the two design steps.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we give the background knowledge for technology mapping and linear placement algorithms. Section III presents details of our algorithm for combining technology mapping and linear placement for trees. We introduce a design flow which uses this algorithm to simultaneously map and place general circuits and minimize circuit delay in section IV. Experimental results and concluding remarks are given in Sections V and VI, respectively.

II. Background

The problem of technology mapping for general circuit structures is NP-hard [5]. In 1987 Keutzer [7] pointed out the similarity between the library binding problem and the optimal code generation in a compiler. In his algorithm the circuit is partitioned into tree sub-graphs and each tree sub-graph is mapped using a dynamic programming algorithm which finds the minimum gate area mapping of the tree in polynomial time. This work was later extended by Rudell [14] to minimum delay technology mapping and by Touati et al. [19] to minimize area mapping under delay constraints. In [1], Chaudhary and Pedram presented a dynamic programming algorithm to construct the set of all possible mappings of a tree with different area-delay trade-off.

Neither of the above-mentioned works considers wiring area or delay during technology mapping. This was the motivation for Pedram and Bhat’s work in [11] to couple technology mapping and placement in order to consider the effect of wires during mapping. Their proposed algorithm assumes that the dynamic programming principle holds during the bottom-up process of concurrent mapping and placement. This is however only an approximation.

For the sake of completeness, we give the following (well-known) result:

Lemma 1: Keutzer’s algorithm produces the best gate area mapping of a tree [7].

The linear placement problem of a graph has been extensively studied. The MINSUM problem is to find a linear placement that minimizes the total length of connecting wire segments. On the other hand, the MINCUT problem is to find a linear placement that minimizes the maximum cut-width. Both problems are NP-hard for the general graphs [21]. In 1979, Shiloach [18] gave an O(n^2) algorithm to solve the MINSUM problem for trees, and in 1984 Chung [2] improved it to O(n^1.58). For MINCUT problems, Lengauer [9] introduced a polynomial time algorithm for trees whose cost is within a factor of two of the optimal in 1982, and
Yannakakis [23] gave an O(nlogn) dynamic programming algorithm to find the optimal solution for trees in 1985. In this paper, we exploit Yannakakis’ algorithm for the MINCUT problem.

**Lemma 2**: Yannakakis’ algorithm produces the minimum cut width linear placement of a tree [21].

### III. SiMPA

In this section, we introduce our Simultaneous Technology Mapping and Linear Placement Algorithm (SiMPA) which finds the minimum total area (gate plus routing) implementation of a tree.

#### III.1. Problem Formulation

**PROBLEM**: Given a library L and a tree T, find a simultaneous technology mapping and linear placement solution for T which has the smallest total area (gate plus routing area).

Keutzer’s algorithm (KA) finds the minimum gate area technology mapping for a tree. KA cannot account for the wiring area since it has no knowledge about the gate positions. Yannakakis’ algorithm (YA) finds the minimum cut-width linear placement of a tree. What remains for us to do is to combine the two algorithms.

**Lemma 3**: The following equation gives the exact total area for a one-dimensional standard-cell layout (cf. Figure 1):

\[ A = a + \frac{\beta}{h} (a \cdot c) \]

where \( a = W \cdot h \) is the total gate area, \( W \) is sum of the cell widths, \( h \) is the cell height (assumed to be a constant), \( \beta \) is the minimum distance between the centers of two adjacent wires, and \( c \) is the maximum cut width (also referred to as the cut-density) \(^\dagger\).

The above equation is exact since in one-dimensional routing, there are no vertical constraints and the channel height is set by the maximum clique size in the horizontal constraint graph [17]. Clearly, \( a \) is determined from the technology mapping whereas \( c \) is determined from the placement. To find the minimum total area \( A \), technology mapping and placement must be done simultaneously.

#### III.2. Gate-area versus cut-width curve

During KA, mapping solutions which have larger area than the best solution (found up to that point) are dropped. However, this notation of inferiority does not hold for simultaneous technology mapping and linear placement. The following counter example shows how this can happen.

**Example**: Assume at one step of dynamic programming, when solving the problem of minimizing the total area of a tree, there are two sub-problems, \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \). For \( T_1 \) one design \( S_1 \), and for \( T_2 \) two designs \( S_{2,1} \) and \( S_{2,2} \), have been found (Figure 2), and \( \text{totalArea}(S_{2,1}) < \text{totalArea}(S_{2,2}) \), that is, \( S_{2,2} \) appears to be inferior to \( S_{2,1} \). However, figure 3 shows that the combination of \( S_1 \) and \( S_{2,1} \) is inferior to the combination of \( S_1 \) and \( S_{2,2} \). Therefore, we cannot simply throw away \( S_{2,2} \). That is, we cannot drop a solution simply because it has a larger total area than that of the best solution found so far.

\[ \dagger \text{Proofs can be found in [10].} \]
For each gate from the library that matches a set of nodes rooted at \( n \), we calculate the gate area and the cut width of this match. The current match and the inputs to this match are stored with the gate area and cut width, so that later (i.e. during step 9) we can construct the best solutions for the inputs. Note that step 6 is performed using YA which itself uses dynamic programming. That is, we build the optimal linear placement of the problem at hand from optimal placement of its constituent sub-problems. After all matches are enumerated and all solutions are generated, we prune out the inferior solutions and only keep the non-inferior solutions in node \( n \). After reaching the tree root, the best solution is selected from the curve of the root. Since we stored the match and inputs of \( n \), we can then construct the best solutions for all of its inputs recursively.

In the example discussed in section III.1, since \( \text{gateArea}(S_{2,1}) < \text{gateArea}(S_{2,2}) \) but \( \text{cutWidth}(S_{2,1}) > \text{cutWidth}(S_{2,2}) \), we must keep both solutions as non-inferior solutions. In effect, we are generating a gate-area versus cut-width curve (Figure 4) at every node. The lower left corner points on the curve are non-inferior points with respect to each other. We will then generate the curve on the next higher level of the tree by combining the curves from the lower level curves and by pruning the inferior points.

Consider tree \( T \) with root \( n \). Let \( S \) represent the mapping solution for \( T \) with match \( m \) at the root. Let \( a_i \) denote the gate area of the mapping solution \( S_i \) of child \( i \) of \( m \). Let \( c \) denote the cut-width of the \( S \) obtained by YA.

**Lemma 4:** \( \text{totalArea}(S) = \sum a_i + \frac{\beta}{h} \left( c \cdot \sum a_i \right) \)

Consider two solutions \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \). For tree \( T \), these solutions are the same except that \( S_1 \) contains sub-solution \( S_{1,1} \) and \( S_2 \) contains sub-solution \( S_{2,2} \).

**Lemma 5:** If \( S_{1,1} \) is inferior to \( S_{2,2} \), then \( S_1 \) is inferior to \( S_2 \).

**Theorem 1:** The final curve generated by SiMPA at the root of tree \( T \) includes all non-inferior gate area versus cut width solutions for the simultaneous technology mapping and linear placement problem of \( T \).

**Corollary 1:** Given an upper bound on the number of tracks, \( \text{maxCut} \), the points in the gate-area versus cut-width curve with the cut width less than \( \text{maxCut} \) constitute all the non-inferior implementations of the circuit satisfying that constraint.

**Corollary 2:** Given an upper bound on the area, \( \text{maxArea} \), the points in the gate-area versus cut-width curve with the gate area less than \( \text{maxArea} \) constitute all the non-inferior implementations of the circuit satisfying that constraint.

Corollaries 1 and 2 show how SiMPA can be used in applications such as layout-driven logic synthesis and post-layout re-synthesis. Given a cut width constraint, we can find the best gate area implementation which satisfies this constraint. Similarly, given a gate area constraint, we can find the best cut width implementation which meets this constraint.

**Theorem 2:** The solution SiMPA chooses in the last step (step 9), is the solution with the minimum total area.

### IV. FPD-SiMPA

In this section, we present our floorplan driven design flow (FPD-SiMPA) which extends SiMPA to minimize the circuit delay and to handle general DAG structures. This new flow partitions the DAG into a set of trees, floorplans them, uses the floorplanning and global routing results to generate delay budgets for trees, and finally uses a timing-driven version of SiMPA to pick a timing correct solution for each tree.

#### IV.1 Extension to Delay Minimization

There are many different models for the gate delay calculation. In SIS [16], the gate delay is calculated using this equation for both rise and fall delays:

\[
\text{GateDelay} = K_1 + K_2 \cdot \text{load}
\]

where \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) are the intrinsic gate delay and the fanout-dependent load delay, respectively. This delay equation is pin-dependent, uses a linear model, and assumes step input signals. It is simple but rather inaccurate (especially in 0.5µ design and below).

We extend the SIS delay model to a four-parameter delay model where we add the effect of the input slew rate:

\[
\text{GateDelay} = (K_1 + K_2 \cdot \text{load}) + \text{slew} \cdot (K_3 + K_4 \cdot \text{load})
\]

where \( K_1 \) to \( K_4 \) are constants. We use the same equation form but obviously with different coefficients to calculate the rise and fall delays, as well as the rise and fall slew rates for gate outputs. Our delay equation is also pin-dependent. We get these constants by doing curve fittings for every library cell based on the results from extensive circuit-level simulation using HSpice.

For wire delay calculation, the lumped RC model is widely used, but the Elmore delay model gives higher accuracy [4]. The latter model calculates the delay of each wire segment using the equation shown in Figure 5:

\[
\text{Delay}(E) = r_e \times \left( \frac{c_e}{2} + C_e \right)
\]

where \( r_e \) is wire resistance of \( E \), \( c_e \) is wire capacitance of \( E \), \( C_e \) is total capacitance rooted at \( E \), and \( C_e \) is total capacitance rooted at \( E \).
The delay minimization cannot be done exactly due to the following problems. During each step of dynamic programming, the mapping and placement information for the fanouts of the current node are not known. Therefore, the load of the current node cannot be accurately determined. Moreover, the delay of the wire cannot be calculated exactly since the sub-trees may be broken up and separated during placement of an ancestor node in the tree by YA. To solve the first problem, we use a heuristic similar to that in [14,19] to do delay calculation. During each step of the dynamic programming procedure, we assume a constant load ahead (that, is the input capacitance of a 2-input NAND gate and the capacitive capacitance of a wire segment whose length is statistically estimated based on the fanout count of the node [20]). After a match is found, we update the delay of all fanins of this match to use the correct load information since the match is henceforth known and the fanins are already placed and mapped. This is similar to the timing recalculation step of [19]. The second problem mentioned above introduces some errors in the delay calculation which cannot be helped.

As pointed out in section III.2, we maintain a gate area versus cut-width curve at each node. Adding delay to SiMPA means we must generate and store a three-dimensional curve (Figure 6) in each node during dynamic programming. The three dimensions are gate area, cut width and delay. Pruning is again performed to ensure the polynomial running time of the algorithm. However, note that the delay values in this curve are not exact as explained before.

### IV.2 Extension to DAGs

Similar to KA, SiMPA can be used as a basic routine for mapping and placement of general DAG-structured circuits as follows.

As a first step, we partition the original circuit into a set of trees. Restriction to tree partitioning may sacrifice the overall quality of the technology mapping, but we benefit from the exactness of SiMPA. Therefore, the overall chip area/delay can still be improved (see Section V). We treat each tree as a block (macro-cell). Because we target standard cell layout, the height of each block is the same as the height of the cells in the standard cell library. Next, a minimum gate-area mapping of each tree is performed to get an estimation of the width of the block. With the dimensions of the blocks known, we floorplan these blocks and route the global wires that are connecting them. The delay of each block is estimated from the number of logic levels in each block (which is obtained from the initial mapping solution), and the load of the block. We calculate the global wire delays using the Elmore delay model. Since the physical location of each block is known, the global wire delays are fairly accurate. Next, the delay budget for each block (tree) is obtained using a technique similar to that of [6]. We use the budget as the constraint to pick up a timing feasible solution from the set of non-inferior solutions generated by SiMPA for each tree. Finally, we refine the floorplan solution to eliminate overlaps, and generate the final chip layout. The pseudo code is given blow.

1. Cluster the original circuit into a set of trees
2. Estimate the area of each tree
3. Treat each tree as a macro-cell and do floorplanning
4. Perform global routing on wires that connect trees
5. Do delay calculation and budgeting for each tree
6. Call SiMPA on each tree
7. Use the delay budget generated in step 5 to pick the feasible solution from the set of all non-inferior solutions generated by SiMPA
8. Eliminate block overlaps and complete detailed routing

### V. Experimental Results

We present our experimental results in two tables. The area and delay in both tables refer to the total chip area and the total chip delay after detailed routing. In all cases, we use the four-parameter delay equation (see Section IV.1) to calculate the gate delays and the Elmore delay model to calculate the wire delays. We use a CASCADE generated standard cell library (0.5µ HP 14B CMOS process) to produce these results.

In Table I we present the results of SiMPA on trees and compare them with the results obtained by the conventional flow of performing technology mapping and linear placement separately. It is important to mention here that in order to keep the comparison fair, we also use Yannakakis’ MINCUT placement algorithm to do the linear placement in the conventional flow. Otherwise, we would have obtained larger improvements because other placement tools, such as Gordion [8] or TimberWolf [15] do not generate the minimum cut width placement. The suffix of the tree name represents the number of inputs. Our results show an average improvement of 20% in the total post-layout area.

In Table II we present the results using a conventional flow and FPD-SiMPA. In the conventional flow, we use SIS to do a minimum delay technology mapping, followed by Gordion and Domino [3] for placement, TimberWolf for global routing and YACR [13] for detailed routing. In FPD-SiMPA, we use tree clustering and initial mapping of each tree for block width estimation, followed by Bear-FP [12] which does floorplanning and global routing. Then we call SiMPA for each tree subject to the delay budgets generated in the floorplanning stage. Domino is used to eliminate overlaps while TimberWolf is used to improve the global routing solution. Finally YACR is called to do the detailed routing. Our results show an average 21% improvement of the delay without any area penalty.
In this paper we proposed an algorithm for performing technology mapping and linear placement simultaneously in order to capture the information related to the wiring area during the mapping. This technique uses dynamic programming and has polynomial time complexity. We also presented a new design flow which uses SiMPA and a partitioning/floorplanning step to handle general circuit structures. Furthermore, we extended SiMPA to generate three-dimensional trade-off curves for minimum delay mapping, although delay calculation is not exact. Our future work will focus on developing an improved timing driven SiMPA.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conventional</th>
<th>FPD-SiMPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area Delay</td>
<td>Area Delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.96 0.79</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I Tree results (* column is the number of tracks)